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MACRO UPDATE: GREECE THREATS, US HEADWINDS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

GREECE: LITTLE PROGRESS, NEW THREATSGREECE: LITTLE PROGRESS, NEW THREATSGREECE: LITTLE PROGRESS, NEW THREATSGREECE: LITTLE PROGRESS, NEW THREATS    
Europe’s trouble spot provides few reasons for optimismEurope’s trouble spot provides few reasons for optimismEurope’s trouble spot provides few reasons for optimismEurope’s trouble spot provides few reasons for optimism, to put it mildly. On the positive side, the govern-
ment seems to have scraped together enough liquidity from the reserves of public companies and the social secu-
rity system to fulfil its imminent financial obligations, such as the €450m payment to the IMF on 9 April. If the T-
bill auctions on 8 and 14 April go well and funds also cover pension and salary payments this month, the govern-
ment may be able to keep going until the next scheduled meeting of the Eurogroup of finance ministers on 24 
April. However, that would only be encouraging, if Prime Minister Tsipras’ double-populist coalition was close to 
an agreement with the EU, IMF and ECB about the necessary reforms to unlock the €7.2b left in the bailout fund 
and if there was at least a vague idea of what a post-June third bail-out might look like. However, the various lists 
of “reforms” or rather tax and spending increases finance minister Varoufakis has been submitting to the Brussels 
Group continue to fall far short of what the former troika needs to sanction further aid disbursements. Whatever 
the moral merits of going after tax evaders or increasing welfare for the poor and however beneficial the relief of 
tax debts will be for household and business spending, they do not improve the long-run sustainability of 
Greece’s public finances. More importantly, radical left Syriza has not dropped plans to reverse labour reforms 
yet, although such reforms are a necessary condition for a recovery as the economic turn-around in Spain, Portu-
gal and most recently Italy shows. 
 
The new threat is snap elections or a referendumThe new threat is snap elections or a referendumThe new threat is snap elections or a referendumThe new threat is snap elections or a referendum as early as May. According to current polls, Syriza would win 
such elections outright although its lead over the centre-right opposition party ND seems to have halved from a 
peak of nearly 30pcp in February. However, it is unclear which mandate Syriza would seek. Tsipras’s promises 
from before the January election remain impossible however popular they are in Greece. They require funding 
from Greece’s international partners which is not forthcoming. Syriza would have to choose between giving in to 
the Brussels Group’s demands and keeping Greece in the euro (the Samaras option) or fulfilling its promises but 
outside the euro. Neither of these is likely to be very popular with voters, so it remains to be seen whether Tsipras 
could actually deliver the result polls are currently predicting. Needless to say that the uncertainty of new elec-
tions or a referendum would trigger an even deeper downturn and make capital controls much more likely. 
    
Meanwhile, the Athens cMeanwhile, the Athens cMeanwhile, the Athens cMeanwhile, the Athens cacophony on important issues highlights the difficulties Tsipras is facing at home. acophony on important issues highlights the difficulties Tsipras is facing at home. acophony on important issues highlights the difficulties Tsipras is facing at home. acophony on important issues highlights the difficulties Tsipras is facing at home. 
Different views on how to deal with anti-establishment protesters have emerged within Syriza. Wartime repara-
tions from Germany also continue to make headlines although Tsipras had distanced himself from the demands 
in Berlin two weeks ago. Now vice finance minister Mardas quantified them at €278.7b. That sum would cover 
nearly 90% of Greece’s entire public debt. If the government were to support these claims, long legal battles be-
tween Germany and Greece might loom, but that would be of little help in the immediate crisis. 
 
We maintain the probabilities for our three scenarios.We maintain the probabilities for our three scenarios.We maintain the probabilities for our three scenarios.We maintain the probabilities for our three scenarios. The most likely outcome (50% probability) remains that 
Tsipras will eventually bite the bullet and ask his party to support a continuation of the slightly amended adjust-
ment programme. We see a 25% probability for new elections, which a pro-European camp is likely to win. Grexit 
is a serious risk with a 25% probability. Keeping Greece in would be the best outcome for both sides, but not at 
any cost. The market reaction in the past weeks has shown that the ECB’s rescue shield OMT and QE as well as 
the economic upswing especially in the periphery make major contagion from a Greek accident to the rest of the 
Eurozone unlikely. Grexit would confirm that the euro is not irreversible, but we already know that if countries 
lose the political will to stay, the rest of the Eurozone cannot keep them in. Greece’s experience outside the euro is 
unlikely to make any other country want to emulate it, so that political risks for the Eurozone may actually dimin-
ish if Greece leaves. 
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US: DOLLAR, WEATHER HEADWINDSUS: DOLLAR, WEATHER HEADWINDSUS: DOLLAR, WEATHER HEADWINDSUS: DOLLAR, WEATHER HEADWINDS    
Confirming what the ADP employment report had signalled last Wednesday, the US labour market slowed mark-
edly in March. Non-farm payrolls rose by merely 126k, the lowest monthly increase since December 2013. Then as 
now, a particularly cold winter in parts of the country seems to be the key culprit. In addition, the strong dollar 
has triggered significant headwinds for the manufacturing sector, where employment fell for the first time since 
the taper tantrums of summer 2013. That weakness corroborates the sharp fall in the ISM manufacturing in recent 
months. The mining sector was particularly weak, adding 11k in job losses in March to total 30k so far in 2015. 
 
Not all news was bad from the US over Easter, however. The unemployment rate stayed at 5.5% as more people 
exited the labour market. Wages rose by 0.3% mom, taking wage growth from 2.0% to 2.1% yoy, well ahead of 
inflation (0% in February). Such robust real wage growth should support household spending, as highlighted by 
the sharp rise in consumer confidence indices so far this year. Resilient consumption also helps the more domes-
tic-oriented non-manufacturing ISM, which held up well at 56.5 in March, only marginally down from 56.9 in 
February and still well above its average of 54 over the past 5 years. We expect the current weakness in some US 
data to remain temporary as cheap oil, low interest rates and little fiscal austerity provide a solid backdrop for 
domestic-driven output growth this year. 
 
Chart: US Chart: US Chart: US Chart: US ––––    sharp slowdown in job creationsharp slowdown in job creationsharp slowdown in job creationsharp slowdown in job creation    
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